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n few places does the connection
between environment and health
prove more vivid than in urban
communities, where unsanitary
housing can trigger asthma, or a lack

of safe parks and sidewalks can keep
children and adults trapped indoors in
neighborhoods that already lack access
to healthful foods. Meanwhile, even
where potentially useful programs exist,
low literacy and lack of awareness often
keep patients from taking advantage of
them. Such disparities ring notoriously
true in East Baltimore, where residents
are more likely to develop heart disease,
diabetes, asthma, emphysema, mental
illness and a host of other conditions.

Four years ago, Department of
Medicine Director Myron Weisfeldt
decided it was time for his department
to make a greater impact on the health
of the surrounding community. �e
result was the Urban Health Residency,
a four-year program launched in July
. “Dr. Weisfeldt pulled together key
people from primary care across Johns

Hopkins who are all interested in urban
health, as well as underserved, low-
literacy populations in East Baltimore,”
says Rosalyn Stewart, associate director
of the Med-Peds Urban Health
Residency Program. “�ey ultimately
decided the best way to accomplish this
was through the residency program.”

�e Med-Peds Urban Health
Residency accepts four residents per
year, for a total of  residents at any
given time. �ey spend two years
training in pediatrics and two years
training in internal medicine, typically
switching between the departments
every three months. To cement their
leadership credentials after the four-year
residency, Johns Hopkins HealthCare
offers tuition support for these doctors
to obtain a master’s degree in public
health, business administration or a
similar advanced degree in their area

of interest while working part-time as
primary care physicians. “�e first year
of the program was so well-received,”
Stewart says, “that one year later we
created a three-year internal medicine
urban health primary care track within
the Osler Medical Residency.”

 Now, the first classes are graduating.
“�e program has expanded my
opportunity to learn from our most
vulnerable patients in their own
communities, as opposed to just in the
hospital,” says Dana Mueller, one of
this year’s graduating track residents.
“We see the different ways our patients
access care, whether through mobile
vans, Healthcare for the Homeless or
in shelters. All of these things improve
our education and our ability to address
these patients’ needs.”
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What brought you to Johns
Hopkins as a medical student?
What made you come back?
Weisfeldt: As an undergraduate at
Northwestern University, I wanted
to get myself through medical school
quickly. Hopkins was the only
institution on the East Coast that
had any program for shortening the
period of undergraduate education.
I applied and got in. �at program
ended about  years later, but it
served my purposes very well. During
the summers and a year at the NIH
during medical school, I did research
on cardiovascular problems and
became convinced that I wanted
to become a cardiac surgeon or
cardiologist.

When I finished my training at Mass
General, I was looking for research
opportunities. A donor wanted to
establish the first basic science lab
in cardiology at Hopkins, and I was
recruited to head that lab and joined
the faculty here. By then, I had three
daughters, and we moved to Mount
Washington, which was as integrated
a neighborhood as we could find in
Baltimore.

uch of your time as director has
focused on impro ing di ersity
Why has this been so important
issue to you?
Weisfeldt: As a medical student,
it distressed me that the newborn
nursery, blood bank and surgical
services were all segregated by race.
As a boy from the Midwest, I d
never seen racial segregation. It
had a disconcerting e  ect on me.
I m ewish, and at that time, there

had been
no ewish
professors at
the medical
school  most
of the ewish

physicians practiced nearby at inai
Hospital. �at, along with the
segregation in the neighborhoods
around Baltimore, was something
I ve never forgotten.

When I returned to become director
of medicine, it struck me that
only about  to  percent of our
faculty members and trainees were
minorities. And yet most of our
patients were African American. If
you see a problem and don t work on
that problem, then you have to take
responsibility for not having done
what needed to be done.

What e orts did you make  and
hat ha e been the outcomes?

Weisfeldt: We established a diversity
council that focused on recruiting
minorities to our sler housesta
program. Many of our housesta stay
on for fellowship and faculty positions,
so we believed we would increase
the number of qualified minorities
on sta  , and of course, that s e actly
what s happened. Another part of the
diversity e ort has been improving
the health of East Baltimore residents.
We developed enormously successful
programs, including for sickle cell
anemia and drug abuse.

What kind of ad ice ould you
o er current and future housesta  ?
Weisfeldt: �ink creatively and
question what everyone else thinks is
the truth. �ink about questions you
can ask and answer that will advance
human health. Do work that is one
level more basic than you think youre
ever going to work. If you know
the basic science and can read and
understand it, it will move into clinical
medicine so fast that you will then be
the leader to take it to patients.
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A Passion for
Excellence

fter   years leading one
of the nations most
prestigious departments
of medicine, Mike
Weisfeldt is turning over

the reins to a new leader. Weisfeldt
came to ohns Hopkins as a medical
student in  . ollowing residencies
and fellowships at Massachusetts
General Hospital, �e resbyterian
Hospital of New ork City and
the National Institutes of Health,
he returned to ohns Hopkins in
 , where he led the Division of
Cardiology. In  , he became
chairman of the Department of
Medicine at Columbia University

College of hysicians and urgeons.
Ultimately, though, he returned to

ohns Hopkins in  to serve
as Department of Medicine
director, William sler rofessor
of Medicine and physician in
chief.

upport the
sler und for

cholarship

ook ack rom the outset of his career at ohns
Hopkins, Myron Weisfeldt always seemed to have
something worthwhile to say.

Aside from o ering care within
hospital confines, urban health
residents also work at local agencies,
like the Baltimore City Health
Department, and o er curbside
medicine to high risk areas, like �e
Block,  the small stretch of downtown
Baltimore known for e otic dancing
and prostitution. In addition, residents
work with a local mission that focuses
on men with substance abuse issues, as
well as patients with HI .

oor health literacy is a big
problem we run into,  Mueller
says. atients and physicians dont
always understand the resources
available to them. Most patients
have the equivalent of a middle
school education. Dose adjustments,
discussions about informed consent
all of these are things our patients
struggle with. Being on the ground
level, you just get more comfortable
asking questions that physicians often
dont know to ask.

eonard eldman, the Med
eds program director and internal

medicine track director, says he cannot
wait for the first group of residents
to graduate. I m very eager to see
the impact that our graduates will
have not only on their patients, but
on the primary care system. �is is a
remarkable group of physicians who
want to change the world, and they
will do it.
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